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Abstract
Amicrodosimetrymodel was developed for the prediction of cell viability for irregular non-spherical
cells that were irradiated by low energy, short range auger electrons.Measured cell survival rates for
LNCaPprostate cancer were compared to the computational results for the radioisotopes 177Lu and
161Tb (conjugated to PSMA). The cell geometries used for the computations were derived directly
from the cell culture images. A general computational approachwas developed to handle arbitrary cell
geometries, based on distance probability distribution functions (PDFs) derived frombasic image
processing. The radiation calculationswere done per coarse grained PDFbin to reduce computation
time, rather than on a pixel/voxel basis. The radiation dose point kernels over the full electron
spectrumwere derived usingMonte Carlo simulations for energies below 50 eV to account for the
propagation of auger electrons over length scales at and below a cellular radius. The relative
importance of short range auger electronswere evaluated between the two nuclide types. The
microdosimetry results were consistent with the cell viabilitymeasurements, and it was found that
161Tbwasmore efficient than 177Lu primarily due to the short range auger electrons.We foresee that
imaging basedmicrodosimetry can be used to evaluate the relative therapeutic effect between various
nuclide candidates.

1. Introduction

The dose distribution in radioimmunotherapy can be controlled by a selection of carriermolecules that have
affinity to specific cancer cell receptors (antibodies or affibodies), and by choosing specific radionuclides with a
characteristic penetration depth of the emitted particles (electrons or alpha particles). Various radionuclides can
be usedwith the same targetingmolecule, and the selection of the optimal radionuclidemay depend on the size
and type of the tumor, and the particular antibody internalization fraction between the cellmembrane and the
cell interior (Cornelissen andVallis 2010). In vitro studies are normally used to determine the cancer cell survival
ratewhen the cells are exposed to a certain radiolabelled targetingmolecule (Steffen et al 2008,Marcatili et al
2016). To complement and plan such experiments, one could usemicrodosimetry calculations to estimate the
relative biological effect (RBE) of different nuclides.With new possibilities ofmore advanced computer based
microdosimetry, we expect that in-silico computations will be used as a screening tool for use prior to in vitro
testing.

The use of radionuclides that emit short range auger and conversion electrons appear to have substantial
advantages in terms of reducing the radiation damage outside the tumor (Hindie et al 2016), and to increase the
biological effect (Müller et al 2014). In the current workwewill be concernedwith computational
microdosimetry tailored to in vitro testing of new auger electron based radioimmunotherapies. The
computations represent primarily an implementation of accurate physicalmodels for the radiation field in the
cellular and sub-cellular environments. The cell viability can then be estimated from the calculated radiation
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field that is available to theDNA.Our computations are tailored to handle the non-spherical cell geometry as
measured, and this is needed for accurate testing of auger-based radioimmunotherapies.

Themaximum range of propagation of auger electrons from the radionuclide is below 10μm (Cornelissen
andVallis 2010), and a cell radius is of similar order. It is therefore clear that the location of the radionuclide in
the cell is of great importance for the radiation intensity variation in the cell interior and for the radiation
intensity at the location of theDNA.A particularly important geometrical effect is that an irregularly shaped cell
membrane (as opposed to a perfect sphere or ellipsoid) directlymodulates the radiation intensity in the cell
nucleus, and large differences in the absorbed dose to the nucleus can be found between irregular and spherical
cellmodels (Sefl et al 2015). Using a sphericalmodel for non-spherical cell types can then lead to errors in the
dose (Falzone et al 2015,Maria et al 2018). Furthermore, dose calculations using a sample of identical cell sizes
rather than a distribution of sizes can give large errors in the dose estimate aswell (Oliver andThomson 2018).

3D imaging is necessary to fully capture the cellmembrane shape, as well as the nucleus shape, size and
location. The use of state-of-the-art imaging techniques based on 3D laser scanningmicroscopy and super-
resolutionmicroscopy of immunofluorescent stained specimens can be used (Steffen et al 2008) for this
purpose. The challengewith 2D imaging (in terms of a projection of the cell structure to the image plane) is to
formulatemathematicalmodels to represent the actual 3D geometry, based on knowledge about cell structure. A
quasi 3D approach is to use image projections along all three axes with orwithout fluorescent staining, and
construct a 3D cellmodel from these projections. Cell geometry in tumors would be needed for in vivo
applications, andwe foreseemodeling of these 3D cell cluster geometries based onmore advancedmapping
techniques such as tumor sectioning and 3D imagingwith staining.

Once the accumulated dose to the cell nuclei has been calculated from amicrodosimetrymodel, one can
evaluate the cell survival probabilities.We use the linear quadratic (LQ)model which incorporates the
accumulated dose in the cell nucleus and predicts the associated cell survival probability.

Themain goal with the current workwas to evaluate whethermicrodosimetry is a suitable evaluation tool for
estimating the difference in cell viability between different radionuclides, given the same targetingmolecule.
Special focuswas given on the effect of cell geometry. 177Lu and 161Tb radionuclides were conjugated to PSMA
for the treatment of LNCaP prostate cancer. Cell geometry data from the in vitro cell cultures were used directly
in themicrodosimetry calculations.

2.Microdosimetry for general cell geometries

2.1.Overview of the dosimetry calculations
It is generally accepted that themost relevant quantity for calculating cell survival probability is the energy
deposition in the cell nucleus that is available forDNAbond breaking, although cellmembranemediated effects
due to irradiation of the cellmembrane and the surroundingmediummay also be an important additional
mechanism (Paillas et al 2016). The total dose to the cell nucleus includes the self dose plus the cross dose due to
radiation fromneighboring cells. The self dose is themost important contribution for the short range auger
electrons, while beta-electrons propagate over longer distances. The latter can give a significant cross dose
contribution, in particular formulti-layered cell structures and 3D cell clusters and tumors.

Radiation from the cellmembrane and the interior cytoplasmmay both contribute to the irradiation of the
DNA, depending on the internalization ratio of the given targetingmolecule. Auger emitters are generallymore
effective when bound to carriermolecules that are transported through the cellmembrane into the cytoplasm so
that theDNA-carrying nucleus can be reachedwithin a typical propagation range of a fewmicrons.

Themodel generates a population of cells with a distribution of sizes and shapes. Applied activity is then
assigned to each cell, distributed in the cellmembrane and the cytoplasm.We assumed that the radioactivity was
distributed uniformly on the cellmembrane and in the cytoplasm volume. This represents an average state when
the radioactivity associated to the endosomes canmovewithoutmuch restriction in the cytoplasm volume.

The dose to each cell nucleus is then calculated. The probability of cell death based on the LQmodel is
calculated and a survival fraction of the sample over time is generated. In general terms, the absorbed dose to a
target regionT (in our case, the cell nucleus) can be expressed as the sumof the contribution from all source
regions  (e.g. cytoplasm and cellmembrane), both in the target cell and in neighboring cells

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )å= ¬ D T A S T , 1
S

whereA is the activity in the source region, the accumulated energy or dose deposited permass isD= E/m in
units of gray and the S value is the absorbed dose in the target per disintegration in the source. The S value is the
sumof energy deposited for each radiationmode
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whereΔk is the energy in the radiationmode k,fk is the fraction of energy emitted in  that is absorbed in the
targetT, andmT is themass of the target.We calculated the S values by usingMonte Carlo simulations in the
given cell geometry.

The target region for calculating the dose to the cell is the nucleus, and the source region is in general the cell
nucleus, cellmembrane and the cytoplasm in the same cell (self dose) and in neighboring cells (cross dose). For
these cell experiments, PSMA internalizes into the cellmembrane and the cytoplasm.Our dosimetrymodel took
into account sources in the cellmembrane and the cytoplasm. The total self dose to a single cell nucleus can then
be expressed as

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )= ¬ + ¬D N A Cy S N Cy A M S N M . 3

2.2. PDF approach for generalized cell geometries
For auger electrons, the S values will strongly depend on the cell size and geometry, and treating the cells as
spheres or ellipsoids will lead to errors in the S values.We use amethod that allows us to calculate the dose to the
cell nucleus for arbitrary non-spherical cell geometry. If one considers the distances between all voxel-pairs in a
3D volume over a cell, there will be a large number of pairs with nearly the same separation distance, and the
associated radiation kernels are nearly the same. These redundant calculations are eliminated by using a
histogram for the voxel separations, and the radiation kernel is applied only once per histogrambin. This
approach reduces the computational time by a factor of the order of 100.

To illustrate this approach, consider the S value for the self dose to the nucleus from activity on the cell
membrane. The S value is a surface integral over the cellmembrane or cell surface

( ) (∣ ∣) ( )ò ò¬ = W ¢ - ¢S N M A d d Kr r r , 4m
cell surface nucleus

3

whereΩ is the solid angle, and r is the distance vector from the nucleus center to the surface, andK is the dose
point kernel that is evaluated byMonte Carlo simulation for any nuclide andmedium. This kernel includes all
the particle physics involvedwith the propagation of the electron and the interactionwith the background
medium and has units energy/volume/activity.

The calculation for the S value of the contribution of activity from the cytoplasm to the target in the nucleus,
S(N← CY) is similar, with the integral over the surface of the cell replaced by an integral over the cell volume.

In the probability distribution function (PDF) approach, the integral over angle is replaced by a sumover the
histogrambins of the distances between the cellmembrane and the nucleus center, termed the ‘distance
probability distribution function’ (distance PDF)

( ) ( ) (∣ ∣) ( )òå¬ = ¢ - ¢
=

S N M A p r d Kr r r , 5
i

n

i im
1

m
nucleus

3

where pm is the distance PDF, and ri is the center value in bin i. Theremust be a sufficient number n of bins to
resolve the structure of the PDF, but n should be small enough to save computational time relative to a direct
voxel based approach for the surface integral. There is one PDF for every cell in order to calculate cell-by-cell
survival rates.

The kernelsKwere evaluated for a limited number of pre-determined radii rj (typically 100 points) a non-
uniform grid using dense samplingwhere the kernel gradients are large. The kernels were also integrated over
electron energy. The kernel valueK(r) for any required rwas evaluated using fast linear interpolation in the
lookup-tableK(rj). Image samples from cell cultures and a geometrical cellmodel (discussed later)were used to
generate the distance PDFs, after the individual cells were identified by image processing (discussed later).

2.3.MonteCarlo simulations tailored for low energy auger electrons
The energy spectra of 177Lu and 161Tb including auger electronswere taken from the ENSDF database
(ENSDF 2019) and the dose point kernels were used to calculate the dose by spatial integration over the local cell
(self dose), and neighboring cells (cross dose). The accumulated dose to the cell nuclei were integrated over time
using the cell geometry statistics and a realization of an ensemble of log-normally distributed activitiesAcell over
all cells. To calculate the dose point kernelsK(r)weuseGEANT4 to calculate the lower energy auger electrons. A
uniformnucleus and cytoplasmmediumofwaterwas assumed.

2.4. The cell survival probabilitymodel
To estimate the cell survival probability for a given dose to the nucleus, we use the standard LQmodel (van
Leeuwen et al 2018), although its validity is debated (Hanin andZaider 2010). The probability of cell death as a
function of cumulated doseD is given by
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The factorα is the probability of lethal damage to the cell per unit absorbed dose and parametrizes the
damage caused by a single particle track. The factorβ is the probability of lethal damage per unit dose squared
and represents lethal damage caused by two separate particle tracks.

The primary radiationmode froman isotope influences the cell survival probability through theα andβ
parameters, and they are a function of the energy distribution (energy spectrum) of the radiation and the particle
track density. Furthermore, they are also dependent on the cell type in question viaDNAgeometry in the
nucleus and the efficiency ofDNA repairmechanisms. The 161Tb and 177Lu isotopes both emit beta-particles of
similar energy ranges, and therefore we expect that theα andβ parameters should be of comparablemagnitude
for a given cell type.

We did notfind establishedα andβparameters for 161Tb and 177Lu in combinationwith prostate cancer
in vitro studies. However, Pedicini et al (2013) reviewed data of a total of 2634 patients that underwent ionizing
radiation treatment for prostate cancer and found the average valuesα= 0.16 andβ= 0.054, consistent with
other datasets (van Leeuwen et al 2018).We use these values for both nuclides. The comparison to the
experimental data values for cell survival probabilities for both 161Tb and 177Luwere reasonable with these
parameters. Consequences for a possible difference between the parameters for the two nuclides are discussed
further below. According toValentin (2003) the RBE values can be regarded as 1.0 for auger emitters located in
the cellmembrane and cytoplasm and 4.0 for nuclides located in the cell nucleus.We therefore used the same
RBEof 1.0 for both 161Tb and 177Lu.

The cumulated dose for each cell n over time and the cell survival probability function are then used to label
each cell as living or dead. This gives the surviving fractionNalive/N of an ensembleN of cells that have been
exposed to the same cumulated doseD.

2.5. An overview of themicrodosimetry calculation
The primary input data is the cell geometry statistics in terms of cell positions in the image plane, and the
associated distance PDF’s for each cell. The input parameters are isotope type, internalization fraction of
targeting constructs and the average applied activity per cell. Themain output of themicrodosimetry program is
the accumulated dose in the cell nuclei, and the average cell survival probability for an applied activity. In this
work, a specified activity of either 177Lu or 161Tbwas applied to the ensemble of cells, using a log-normal
distribution.

For comparison to the cell line experiments, the calculated dose to each cell nucleuswas integrated over a
time and the cell survival probability was calculated using the LQmodel. The dose to every cell nucleus was
calculated usingMonte Carlo derived kernel functions, one for each PDFbin. The average cell survival
probability was calculated using a number of values of applied activity.

An ensemble of 10 000 cells with a log-normal distribution ofmean cell radii was generated and themean
and standard deviation of this distributionwas set equal to that of themeasured average radii from the cell
images. A larger ensemble of cells were used in the calculations than the number of cells extracted from the
images, primarily to obtain better statistics over awide range of cellular dose values.

Each radius in the log-normal distribution binwas assigned to one distance PDF group by choosing the
nearest neighbor radius to that of the corresponding distance PDF average radius. The cell geometrymodel
(section 4)was then implemented for each of the distance PDF groups in order to calculate the self-doses. The
left hand panel infigure 1 shows the log-normally distributed cell radii. The distance PDF of themeasured cells
were organized in about 20 groups of increasingmean cell radius.

The activity was assigned randomly to each cell using a log-normal distribution, without specifying the
surface area distribution (following earliermicrodosimetry work e.g.MIRDCell). The log-normal distribution
takes themean value as the total activity taken up by the cells (2%of the applied activity) divided by the number
of cells. The internalization into the cellmembrane and the cytoplasmwas assumed to be the same for each cell.
The internalization rate of PSMA in LnCAP cells is 60%.We assigned 40%of the activity for each cell to the
membrane and 60%distributed uniformly throughout the cytoplasm.

Themiddle panel infigure 1 shows the activity distribution over all cells.We did not incorporate possible cell
growth and cell death effects on the activity distribution. The right-hand panel figure 1 shows an example of the
distribution of the calculated cumulated dose to the cell nuclei after 5 d. There is a large span of dose values due
to several factors; the activity variation over the cells, the spatial distribution of cells in the image plane that
affects the cross dose, and the varying cell geometry that affects the self dose.
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3. Cell line experiments

3.1. Preparation of 177Lu-PSMA-617 and 161Tb-PSMA-617
PSMA-617 (ABX,Germany)was radiolabeled eitherwith 177Lu (ITG,Germany) or 161Tb. The latter was
produced at the IFE research reactor JEEP II, with purification through amodified Lehenbergermethod
(Lehenberger et al 2011). The radiochemical purity (RCP)was determined by instant thin-layer chromatography
(iTLC)with a 0.1M citrate buffer as themobile phase. The stability of cold PSMA-617was analyzed both in
DMSOand 0.4MNaOAc-buffer in different temperatures. The stability of 177Lu-PSMA-617 and
161Tb-PSMA-617was determined over time, with RCP as an indication of stability.

3.2. ABC analysis
The ability of the constructs to bind to PSMA-receptors was analyzed by using the antigen binding capacity
(ABC)method, by incubating an increasing number of LNCaP cells with the targeting constructs and analyzing
the amount that attached to the cells. ThemaximumABCwas found to be 97% for 177Lu-PSMA-617 and 93%
for 161Tb-PSMA-617, confirming that the constructs are effective.

TheABCwas calculated by using the Lindmomethod (Lindmo andBunn 1986). A linearfit to the inverse of
ABC as function of the inverse of the number of LNCaP cells is performed, and the intersection of the fitted line
with the y-axis indicates 1/ABCat infinite number of receptors or cells.

3.3. Cell culture
LNCaP are AR-positive hormone responsive prostate cancer cells (ATCC,USA). Theywere cultured in a
RPMI-1640medium supplementedwith 10% fetal bovine serum and 1%penicillin streptomycin at 37 °C in a
humidified atmospherewith 5%CO2. The cells were cultured in T75 andT125flasks (ThermoFisher Scientific)
andwere observed daily in amicroscope. Themediumwas changed once or twice aweek depending on the cell
confluence. The cells grew in amonolayer with a population of semi-attached cells, and theywere seeded on
96-well plate, 6-well plate, and 12-well plate (flat bottomed) depending on the cell size and growth rate. Live cells
were countedwith an automatic cell counter (Countess®, Invitrogen) in the presence of trypan blue to exclude
dead cells.

The cells werefirst allowed to grow for 24 hwhile incubated at 37 °C in a humidified atmospherewith 5%
CO2. The radiolabeled antibodies were then added to interact with the cells from4 to 6 h. The cells were then
washed to remove radioactivity from themedium external to the cells, leaving only radioactivity on the cell
membrane and in the cytoplasm. The cells were then incubated into the IncuCyte (Essen BioScience)
instrument, tomonitor the evolution of the cells over 4–5 d.We processed the images generated by this
instrument to provide cell geometry data as input to the dosimetry calculations.

Figure 1.Average cell radius distribution (left), log-normally distributed activity over the cells (middle), and cumulated dose
distribution over the cells after 5 d.
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3.4. Luminescent cell viability assay
TheCellTiter-Glo® approach utilizes bioluminescence to determine the number of viable cells in culture based
on quantification of ATP (an indicator ofmetabolically active cells). The luminescent signal is catalyzed by a
thermo-stable luciferase. The amount of ATPpresent in the cell culture is directly proportional to the number of
cells present in culture (Crouch et al 1993).

The 96-well plates (in the IncuCyte)were at room temperature before the 50 μlmediumwas removed from
eachwell, and 50 μl of CellTiter-Glo® reagent was added. The plates weremixed for approximately 2min on a
plate shaker to induce cell lysis. The cells were then incubated at room temperature for 10min to stabilize the
luminescent signal before the luminescencewas recorded. The results of the cell assay are shown infigure 2.

3.5. Internalization and applied activity
The LNCaP cells were incubatedwith 12.5–800 kBq/well for both constructs, and eachwell had about 10 000
cells. For the dosimetry calculations, we assumed that the internalization ratio between the cellmembrane and
the cytoplasm is constant in time. This assumption is reasonable if the timescale for internalization is short

Figure 2.Example of results from theCellTiter-Glo® assay. The luminescence is proportional to the amount of ATPor the number of
cells present in thewell.
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compared to the half-life of the isotopes. The uptakewas estimated to be in the range 1%–5%, and this gives an
initial average activity per cell in the range 0.0125–0.0625 Bq/cell for the lowest activity experiments and
0.8–4 Bq/cell for the highest applied activities. The internalized fraction of PSMAwithoutmAB (monoclonal
antibodies) reaches amaximumof 60%after 60 min, andwith the presence ofmAB the internalization reaches a
maximumof 60%after 20 min, and the internalized fraction remains fairly constant for at least 6 h. The stability
of labeled PSMA for a period over 6 h (data not shown) indicates that PSMAdegradation during this period is
minimal (Liu et al 1998).We assume that the internalization remains the same through the length of the
experiment. The half-life of 177Lu and 161Tb is 6.7 and 6.9 d respectively, so that one can safely assume a constant
internalization ratio over the half-life of both nuclides.

3.6. Time-lapsemicroscopy
Cellular growth and the effect of 177Lu-PSMA-617was observed in a visualmicroscope, and by time-lapse
microscopywith the IncuCyte instrument. A camera placed inside the incubator allows live-cell imagingwith a
pre-determined frequency (e.g. every 3 h).

For the dosimetry, we used images of cells prior to adding radioactivity as shown infigure 3. It is the initial
cell geometry that is themost relevant for the dosimetry calculations, sinceDNAbond breaking should occur
within a timescale that is quite short compared to no the characteristic timescale of significant cell shape
variation. After a few days, the radiation intensity has decayed and the cell geometry ismore affected by
metabolism and the shape changes of dead cells. For higher activities (up to 800 kBq/well in the current
experiments), theDNA is damaged at earlier times, and the initial geometry is again themost relevant for the
radiation calculations.

4. Image processing and geometrymodeling based on 2D images

4.1. Image processing
Image processing routines were developed that scanned the cell images to generate a dataset of the distance
histograms (or distance PDFs) for each cell. Figure 3 shows one of the images (1126× 832 pixels) from the
IncuCyte instrument. The imageswere filtered in terms of removing dead and deformed cells before image
processing and extraction of the geometry data.

The cellmembrane and cytoplasm regions in the images were extracted using standardmorphological and
region based image processing routines available inMATLAB. Figure 4 shows extracted perimeters of the cells,
representing the outer rimof the cellmembrane at the substrate.

Images with a total number of a fewhundred cells, were used for developing the geometry statistics in the
formof PDFʼs. The centroid (center of gravity) and equivalent diameter for each cell was stored, together with
the distance PDF between the centroid and the cellmembrane perimeter, and the distance PDF between the

Figure 3.The figure shows a raw image from the IncuCyte instrument of untreated cell after 24 h of incubation. This represents the
situationwhen radioactivity is added.
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centroid and the imaged cell interior.We did not apply staining of the nuclei andwe assumed that the cell
nucleus is centered on themeasured centroids.

4.2. Prostate cancer cell geometrymodeling
The LNCaP cells display a large variety in shapewhen they evolve. The recorded images show that the smaller
cells were approximately ellipsoidal and the larger cells had an irregular star-like geometry (figure 3).

Only 2D images of the cells were available, and a geometricalmodel was used to account for the structure in
the third dimension, perpendicular to the image plane. The image plane usually coincides with the substrate on
which the cells grow. For the geometrymodel for single cells, we adopted a ‘wedged spherical capmodel’ as
illustrated infigures 5 and 6.

A prostate cancer cell was represented by a number of wedges, one per PDF bin of a perimeter histogram
( )p ririm as shown infigure 5. The perimeter distance is the separation between the cell center (centroid), and a

point on the perimeter extracted from the image processing (figure 4). The perimeter length li or the angular
extension of thewedge is proportional to the histogram value prim (number of occurrences for radius ri).

The topmembrane segment in eachwedge is part of the spherical cap (part of a sphere cutoff by the substrate
plane) as illustrated infigure 6. Themain reason for choosing this geometry is themathematical simplicity of the
explicit formulae for the cytoplasm volume and topmembrane area for eachwedge. The surface and volume

Figure 4.The figure shows a zoom-up of a processed image, with perimeters of the contact area between the cells and the substrate.
These represent the outer rimof the cellmembrane on the substrate. The corresponding centroids (assumed cell nuclei locations in
the image plane) aremarkedwith blue asterisks.

Figure 5.Perimeter histogram andwedgemodel. Left: the rimof a cell and the cell nucleus are shown, as well as a few radii that are
color codedwith small (yellow), medium (green) and large (red) radius, corresponding to a three-bin histogram. The corresponding
three-wedgemodel of the cell is illustrated to the left, labeledwith the respective bin values for the radii. The angular extension for each
wedge corresponds to the number ofmeasured radii that fall within each bin (the histogram value).
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integrals for the cell nuclear self dose can then also be expressed as a simple sumoverwedge contributions, and
each contribution is on explicit analytic form. This ismuchmore efficient computationally, than integrating
over a large number of voxel-pairs.

The perimeter length li, corresponding to the angular extension of thewedge, is approximately the fraction
prim of the full circle with the corresponding radius ri, namely ( )p=l p r r2i i irim .

The topmembrane area forwedge i is

( ) ( ) ( )p= +a h r p r , 7i i i
2 2

rim

where the apex height of thewedgewas chosen to be h= 1.2Rnucleus, to encapsulate the cell nucleus with an
addedmargin. The volume of thewedge is

( ) ( ) ( )p= +V h r h p r3 6. 8i i i
2 2

rim

The total interior volume (nucleus and cytoplasm) and top surface area of a single cell is thenVm=∑iVi and
am=∑iai respectively. The nucleus was assumed to be spherical, and its radius was set to be slightly smaller than
theminimumbin radius

( ) ( )=R r0.9 Min . 9inucleus

An integration over the cytoplasm volume andmembrane surface for everywedge, and integration over the
nucleus volume, is necessary.

The contribution to the self dose in the nucleus from eachwedge volume and topmembrane surface was
obtained by analytic double integration over the nucleus volume and cytoplasm volume/topmembrane (in the
geometry shown infigure 6). The total dosewas then obtained by summation over thewedge contributions. The
calculated dose rate for the nucleus in cell n can bewritten

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) å å= +D A w r p r A w r p rself dose . 10n

r

n
i

n
i

r

n
i

n
im m m cy cy cy

i i

Theweights were derived analytically from integration over thewedge geometrymodel. The expression for
wmwas found by integration over thewedge surface, as well as the cell nucleus volume. The expression forwcy

was found by integration over thewedge volume and the cell nucleus.

4.3. Cross dose approximations
Thewedgemodel can be computationally demanding for the cross dose contributions due to the large number
of cells involved. The cross dose originates fromneighboring cells at larger distance than a typical cell radius, and
the exact cell shape is therefore expected to play only aminor role for the accuracy of the radiation intensity in a
given cell nucleus.We therefore use a spherical approximation of the cells in the cross dose calculation to reduce
the computational load. The cross dose due to irradiation of cell nucleus n is given by

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) å å= +
¹ ¹

D A S R A S Rcross dose , 11n

k n

k
k
eff

k n

k
k
eff

m m cy cy

Figure 6.Geometrymodel for a singlewedge. Left: each bin radius ri for the perimeter histogram corresponds to a specificwedge
representation. The bottom triangular segment coincides with the base area on the substrate. The cell nucleus is illustrated by the gray
sphere. The curved triangular area at the top represents the cellmembrane from the rim at the substrate, up to the corner (or apex)
above the cell nucleus. Thewedge is cut out from a spherical cap shown to the right. The radiusR of the cut sphere is set by the
requirement that the spherical cap should just encapsulate the cell nucleuswith a givenmargin, and coincidewith the radius ri at the
substrate.
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with an effective radiusRk
eff for the external cells k. The effective radius of these cells was based on the average

measured area in the image plane. Rather than using images with a restricted number of cells for calculating the
cross dose estimate, we assumed a homogeneous cell distribution and calculated the cross dose accordingly
using themeasured number density of cells in the images. This approach neglects the clustering of cells in the
image plane. The cutoff radius in this calculationwas based on the extension of the dose point kernels for a given
nuclide.

5.Microdosimetric results

5.1. Comparison of the twonuclides
Weused an internalization of PSMA-617 of 60% in the cytoplasm and 40%on the cellmembrane. Liu et al
(1998)The average cellular uptake of the applied activity was estimated to be in the range 1%–5%, andwe
assumed an uptake of 2%.

Figure 7 shows the calculated dose to the nucleus for 100 kBq of applied activity of 161Tb and 177Lu
internalized to the cell surface and the cytoplasm. The low energy auger electrons emitted by 161Tb have a short
range, under 10μm.This leads to a large increase in the dose to the nucleus inmoving the 161Tb from the cell
membrane into the cytoplasm.

5.2. Cell viability experiments versus calculations
The cell survival probability P for each cell was evaluated using the LQmodel, and a particular cell wasmarked
‘alive’when a random trial number ξ< P, for ξ ä [0, 1]. The average survival probabilityNalive/Nwas then
calculated.

Figure 8 shows the survival curves as a function of applied activity for the cell experiments and the dosimetry
calculations. The cell survival fraction is normalized by the number of cells in a control culturewith no added
activity. The computermodel is normalized by the initial number of cells in the simulation.

Both the cell experiments and the dosimetrymodel show that 161Tb ismore effective than 177Lu for the same
applied activity. The cell experiments have an increase in cell viability over the control for values of applied
activity under 50 kBq and the surviving fraction does not drop significantly below 95%until the applied activity
is above 200 kBq. The computermodel shows no such plateau since stimulation of cell growth at sub-lethal
radiation doses is not accounted for in themodel. Furthermore, the computermodel does not account for cell
division, and only estimates cell death based on the dose received in each cell nucleus.

The dosimetrymodel predicts a higher dose to the nucleus for 161Tb than 177Lu for the same applied activity
due to the differences in radiation range. This is confirmed indirectly by the cell experiments, which show a
lower cell survival fractionwith 161Tb thanwith 177Lu. As such, themodel is able to predict the relative effect
from the two nuclides. The predicted cell survival rates are however influenced by the survivalmodel used, and
this is a nonlinear function of the accumulated dose.

As the auger electron density is significantly higher for 161Tb, wemay expect that two track bond breaking
and theβ parameter is in fact higher for 161Tb than 177Lu and the cell survival probability could be even lower

Figure 7.Average cumulated dose per cell for 177Lu and 161Tbwith 100 kBq applied activity.
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thanwhatwe have calculated. The beta-electron spectrum is similar between the nuclides andwould only result
in smaller variation in theα andβ parameters.We can therefore infer that 161Tb is amore efficient nuclide in
terms of providing smaller cell survival probability, despite the uncertainty in theα andβ parameters.

5.3. The effect of non-spherical and irregular cell geometries
Themagnitude of the dose from themembrane to the nucleus increases with irregular cellmodels relative to
sphericalmodels. The radial PDF of a single irregular cell is wider (larger standard deviation) than for a spherical
cell. The implication is that the smaller radii of the irregular cell provide a net increased dose from the cell
membrane due to the nonlinear decay of the radiation intensity with distance, for the larger distances. The
decrease in dose from the addition of larger radii is not sufficient to outweigh the effect of increased dose from
the smaller radii. This effect is larger for shorter range auger electrons since the scale of variation of the dose
point kernels are smaller, with larger effect from the nonlinearity of the dose-distance relationship. In
conclusion, the actual non-spherical cell geometry has the effect of increasing the dose to the cell nucleus relative
to the sphericalmodel equivalent.

This effect was confirmed in a test casewhere an irregular cell using thewedgemodel for was compared to a
spherical cell with the same volume. The dose to the nucleus from the cellmembranewas calculated for both
geometries.We found a significant deviation in the dose between the circular and the irregular cell of about 20%.

It is therefore important to account for the irregular cell geometry to obtain the correct dosemagnitude. The
change in dosemagnitude (spherical versus irregular)depends on the radionuclide type. Thus, the relative
change in dose (spherical versus irregular) between two different nuclides is likely to be different. The effect on
the smaller cross dose contribution is likely to be less sensitive to the cell geometries due to the larger distances.

6.Discussion

Relative effect of different nuclides as function cell size and geometry. Auger electrons have a sufficiently short
penetration length scale such that increasing cell size leads to a significant reduction of the dose to the cell
nucleus fromnuclides are situated on the cellmembrane. The dose to the nucleus is then also highly sensitive to
the cell geometry.

For a sufficiently large cells, conversion and beta-electronsmay contributemore to theDNA-dose than
auger electrons, and this would be the case irrespective of cell shape. The implication is that for the self dose for
larger cells or for the cross dose, a specific auger emitter (here, terbium)mayhave less biological effect than a
different nuclide with a larger fraction of beta and conversion electron energies (here, lutetium). The cross dose
contribution is increased in a cell cluster as compared to a ‘monolayer’ of cells on a substrate. Thus, the longer
range electronswill bemore important in a tumor.

Radiation effects due to cell growth and cell death.Wedid not account for cell growth and cell splitting. The
number of cellsmay also increase over time as an effect of low doses. In general, an account for cell splitting is
potentially important since the radioactivity per cell is then reduced by a factor of two. This can accounted for in

Figure 8. Survival curves after 5 d as a function of applied activity for 161Tb and 177LuCell experiments (solid lines) and dosimetry
calculations (dash lines).
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the calculations by grouping the cells into separate populations or generations. However, this requires detailed
history tracking of the cells. Dead cells still have radioactivity associated to them, they can provide a cross dose
contribution to other cells. Hence, dead cells should be included in the calculations as well.

Radiation effects in cell clusters and tumors. For in vivo application one should include the kinetics of
radionuclide transport into the tumor interior. Blood supply to the tumor interior both affects the cell viability
and transport of radioactivity into the tumor volume.Onewould also expect diffusion of activity into the cell
cluster via the intracellular volume between cellmembranes. Thus both diffusion and advection effects will be
important to consider in a completemicrodosimetry approach. New in vitro experiments with 3D cell clusters
are currently being set up by our group to shed light on the diffusionmechanisms and the effect of electron
radiation on cell viability throughout the cluster.

Radiation effects from radionuclides on the cell membrane.The standard assumption in radioimmunotherapy
has been thatDNAbond breaking is themost importantmechanism for disabling cancer cells. However, the
effect of radiation from radionuclides located on the cellmembrane has been undermuch debate recently.
Radiation can affect themembrane directly by ionizing themembrane phospholipids locally near the receptor
sites, or indirectly by ionization of waterwith subsequent oxidation effects (oxidative stress) (Paillas et al 2016).
The lattermechanism seems to bemore likely than poration of themembrane by direct ionization.

Non-internalized auger-emitting radionuclides prove, in some cases, to bemore effective for cell death than
radionuclides internalized into the cytoplasm (Pouget et al 2008). The centralmechanism is that ionizing
radiation initiates sphingomyelin hydrolysis to form ceramide (Haimovitz-Friedman et al 1994,Maier et al 2016,
Paillas et al 2016)which can be sufficient to transduce apoptotic signals. Oxidation effects due to ionization of
water near the cellmembrane drives the catalysis of ceramide (Paillas et al 2016), and the cellmembrane
reorganizes following lipid raft formation.

The relative contribution to cell death by cellmembrane radiation and irradiation ofDNA in the cell nucleus
should be explored furtherwithmicrodosimetry. Since cellmembrane irradiation is especially relevant for short
range auger electrons in combinationwithmoderate internalization fractions, it should be givenmoreweight in
upcomingmicrodosimetry research.However, the development of amathematical/probabilisticmodels for the
biological effect from cellmembrane radiationmust also also be developed to provide a completemodel for the
biological effect, or cell survival probability.

Improved cell survival probabilitymodels formicrodosimetry. In the case forDNA irradiation, there is some
uncertainty whether cell viability should be related to cumulated dose or other radiation quantities that better
reflect the bond breaking probability (Bodgi et al 2016). For example, fluence or particle track density in the cell
nucleusmay correlate better to cell damage than the cumulated dose. The total dose can be achieved by either a
fewhigh energy particles or a larger number of small energy particles, and these are quite different physical
scenarios in terms of ionization andmolecular bond breaking. The probability of bond breaking and ionization
in anymolecule should be proportional to the local electronic track density provided that the particles have
energies above the bond breaking (or ionization) energy threshold.

It has been debatedwhether the LQmodel of dose-viability relations is oversimplified (McMahon 2018). In
upgradedmodels onewould simply attempt to replace these parameters withmore direct physical radiation
parameters such as track density and particle energy distribution that are readily available fromMonteCarlo
simulations.Wewill discuss these aspects further below.

A general strategywould be to correlate themeasured cell viability to various physical quantities in theDNA
volume that can be extracted fromMonteCarlo simulations, such as track density, particle energy spectrum, and
integrated dose. Newprobabilistic cell survivalmodels that are better founded from a physical point of view can
be developed from this approach.

Improved auger spectra. The contribution to the dose from the lower energy auger electrons is important over
short distances, i.e. under 20μm.We used decay spectra for the nuclides from the ENSDFdatabase. These
spectramay be inaccurate for the lower energy auger electron emissions and lead to errors in the calculated dose.
These are calculated in the framework of the independent particlemodel underlying theDirac–Hartree–Slater
approach.However, this approach is only approximate for the outer shell transitions, and improved spectramay
be computed using themulti-configurationDirac–Fockmethod (MCDF). TheMCDF calculation of the
transition amplitudes showdifferences up to 20%and thismay have an impact over small distances, on the order
ofmicron (Sampaio 2019) between the emitter and the target. This is of relevance for calculated dose to the cell
nucleus from internalized activity.

7. Conclusion

Amicrodosimetrymodel for auger-emitting radionuclides that incorporates in vitro cell geometries was
developed and tested againstmeasured cell survival probabilities. Themicrodosimetry calculations showed that
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the accumulated dose in LNCaP prostate cancer cell nuclei from 161Tbwas higher than the dose from 177Lu for
the same applied activity. Both nuclides where conjugated to the same PSMAantibody. The reason for 161Tb
being amore efficient nuclide is that it has a higher number of short range auger electrons that contribute to the
dose to the cell nucleus.

Theβ emissionmodes fromboth nuclides deposit energy in a larger volume than the auger electrons andwill
have a larger effect in close packed 3D cell clusters than in single layer cell experiments, where the cross dose
between neighboring cells will be important. For the in vitro experiments we discussed, the cells were distributed
on a plane andwere less closely packed than in a tumor, andmuch of the energy from the beta is then deposited
in themediumbetween cells and outside the cell-plane.

The effect of cell geometry (actual versus irregular asmeasured).The cell viability was estimated from the
calculated accumulated dose in the cell nucleus volume, using the standard LQmodel. The estimated values
comparedwell with the experimental values, in the sense that the relative difference between the cell survival
rates between the two nuclides were accurately predicted. As such, the currentmodeling approach can be used as
a prediction tool for evaluating the variation of the biological effect fromdifferent radionuclides in a given cell
and cell cluster geometry.

The absolute values of the predicted cell survival probabilities depend largely on the bias and uncertainties in
the parameters of the LQmodel, once the cell geometrical effects are accounted for.We foreseemuch improved
survivalmodels usingα andβ parameters that aremodeled based on electron track density and energy spectra.
These physical quantities are readily available fromMonteCarlo simulations, and improvedmodels forα andβ
would then provide better calibration of the predicted cell survival probabilities.
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